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A fresh start 
The UCF Baseball team takes field 
for season opener-. sEESPORTs,A1 
CRIME 
Police in central Maine say that three 
teens broke into a spa and ripped off 
wall tiles. Police posted the pictures 
from security cameras on Facebook. 
Three weeks after their post, 
anonymous tips helped find the 
three boys who allegedly committed 
the crime. 
- - ---- ---- - -----
ECONOMY 
A STASH WON'T 
REPLACE 
A Utah man took his newly acquired 
SUV to a mechanic to find out why 
the gas gauge always read hatf-full. 
The mechanic in Sandy, Utah, looked 
inside the gas tank and found about 
35 pounds of marijuana wrapped in 
plastic. It was worth $35,000. 
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Breaking 
news on 
your cell 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 
AROUND. CAMPUS,A2 
LAST CHANCE TO BE 
IN AN UNDERGRAD 
SHOWCASE EVENT 
The Office of Undergraduate 
Research is accepting applications 
for the 2009 Showcase of 
Undergraduate Research 
Excellence. Today is the last day to 
submit an application. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
WOMAN DEAD AFTER 
120 MPH CHASE 
WITH TROOPERS 
Authorities say Florida Highway 
Patrol troopers shot and killed a 
Port Orange woman who led them 
on a car chase and then threatened 
them with a handgun. FHP reports 
she was driving at po mph. 
NATION & WORLD, A4 
OHIO MAN.KILLS HIS 
FAMILY AND THEN 
SHOOTS HIMSELF 
A man who told a sheriff's 
dispatcher he had money problems 
strangled his wife and 11-year-old 
son, then shot himself,authorities 
said Wednesday. He told the 
dispatcher about finarrcial woes. 
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Election results too close to call 
Candidates hope second time's the charm 
CASSIE MORIEN 
Staff Writer 
A runoff election will 
ensue next week between 
Brian Peterson and 
Andrick Lewis and 
Andrew Stein and Chace 
Peckham. for student body 
president and vice presi-
dent. 
black T-shirts huddled out-
side the Student Union 
Wednesday waiting for the 
week's election results. 
One supporter even 
brought a slobbering Saint 
Bernard adorned with 
campaign stickers. 
G For more photos of the results, go to 
www.UCFNews.com 
Rivard, a third ticket vying 
for student body president 
and vice president, just 
before 5:30 p..m. 
Peterson, Lewis, Stein 
and Peckham will take the 
Nearly 300 supporters 
decked in green, blue and 
The Election Com.mis-
sion reported the election 
results for both runoff can-
didates and Stephen 
Mortellaro and Brendon PLEASE SEE SUPPORTERS ON AS 
TIFFANY MCBRIDE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Students ~ote during the election for student body president and vice president. 
-------
Ahoy, matey! Lay anchor at 
Pirate's Dinner Adventure for an 
evening of swordfights and 
pirate treasures. 
----- - - --- ---- -- -- ----~-- -- -- --- --- -
New palm trees pop up on campus 
KATIE KUSTURA 
Contributing Writer 
There's something different 
about Central Florida Boulevard 
and other parts of UCF's 1,415-acre 
main campus, something like 315 
freshly planted palm trees. 
UCF's main campus is nestled 
among 600 acres of woodlands, 
lakes and other natural areas, but 
during a time when many depart-
ments have seen upsetting budget 
cuts, many students did not expect 
to see developments in the land-
scape so soon. 
Grant Heston of UCF News & 
Information said the trees chosen 
are Washingtonia robustas 
because they are cost-efficient; 
they are cold-resistant, require no 
irrigation and will provide a 
canopy to provide more shade on 
campus. 
Wendy Schaffner of the Prim-
rose Garden Center located at 2635 
Curry Ford Road described Wash-
ingtonia robustas as fast gr-owers 
that need fertilizer only twice a 
year and require no irrigation. She 
also said they will thrive in Flori-
da's climate and are quite sturdy. 
Heston said the purchase of the 
TIFFANY MCBRIDE / CENTRAL ELORIDA FUTURE 
Recently planted palm trees now line Central Florida Boulevard, UCF's main entrance. UCF has 
planted 31S palm trees around campus using a small portion of its annual budget. -
trees took place over a period of 
two fiscal years with a total cost of 
$49,521, which includes the pur-
chase, transportation and installa-
tion of the trees. That averages out 
to $157 a tree. 
The money spent on the new 
landscaping is only a very small 
portion of UCF's annual $1 billion 
budget, Heston said 
'M campus enhancement 
funding comes from the state," 
Heston said "It is money that c~ --._ 
not be transferred to othercate-
gories, such as education expens-
es:• 
According to Heston, most of 
the trees were placed along Cen-
tral Florida Boulevard because it is 
thought of as one of UCF's main 
entrances, and it leads directly to 
the Progress Energy W elcome 
PLEASE SEE TREES ON A6 
Forward 
ineligible 
for rest 
of season 
Knights searching to 
replace top rebounder 
RYAN BASS 
Staff Writer 
With already a slim chance at 
clinching a postseason berth, the 
UCF Men's Basket-
ball team suffered an 
even bigger blow to 
its chances on 
Wednesday. 
Starting forward 
Tony Davis was 
declared ineligible Davis 
for the remainder of 
the season by the 
UCF Athletics Association for vio-
lating University and Athletics pol-
icy, according to a UCF Athletics 
release. 
The UCFAA released a state-
ment stating it couldn't give details 
about the issues pertaining to the 
incident because it would violate 
the Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act, which "protects the 
PLEASE SEE RETURN ON A5 
ZENNcar 
.driven by 
power of 
the Sun 
JON HOHENSEE 
Contributing Writer 
Energy sustainability may get 
its chance to shine in the sun at 
UCF with a 
new ZENN, or THE ZENN CAR, 
Zero-Emis-
sion, No-
Noise, fully 
featured elec-
tric vehicle. 
It was pur-
chased by 
UCF's Depart-
ment of Sus-
tainability and 
Energy Man-
agement. 
The car's 
primary pur-
pose is to be 
used as a fleet 
vehicle, which 
is a vehicle 
members of 
the department 
across campus. 
ZENN (Zero Emission, 
No Noise) is a fully 
featured electric 
vehicle. It requires 
no gasoline and can 
be recharged 
anywhere by simply 
plugging into a 
standard electrical 
outlet. It can be ready 
to go in as little as 
four hours . 
use to travel 
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Last chance to be in showcase 
The Office of Under-
graduate Research is 
accepting applications 
for the 2009 Showcase of 
Undergraduate Research 
Excellence. 
SURE is a display-
based forum for under-
graduates to display their 
research or creative proj-
ects. 
Today is the last day to 
submit applications for 
the showcase. 
For more details about 
the showcase contact 
Kimberly Schneider at 
407-823-3125. 
Take a free practice exam 
If you plan on taking a 
graduate school exam 
such as the GMAT, 
MCAT or LSAT Saturday 
is your day. 
On Saturday from 8:30 
a.m. to 5 p.m. multiple 
tests will be administered 
for practice purposes. 
If you would like to 
take a practice exam con-
tact Kaplan Testing by 
calling 1-800-KAPTEST 
or visiting 
www.kaptest.com. Times 
of tests vary. 
Students can also con-
tact the Multicultural 
Academic and Support 
Services at 407-823-2716. 
Catholic Mass this Sunday 
Join a Catholic Mass 
on Sunday at 6 p.m. in the 
Student Union, room 316. 
The mass will take place 
until about 8 p.m. 
For more information 
visit Catholic Campus 
Ministry's Web site at 
www.CCMknights.com 
or contact Patt MacKown 
at 
pmackown@mail.ucf.edu 
LOCAL 
&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Woman shot dead after 120 
mph chase with troopers 
ORMOND BEACH -
Authorities say Florida 
Highway Patrol troopers 
shot and killed a Port 
Orange woman who led 
them on a car chase and 
then threatened them 
with a handgun. 
FHP reports that a 
trooper spotted 35-year-
old Jennifer Manser on I-
95 near Ormond Beach 
driving 120 mph Wednes-
day morning. Other 
troopers joined the pur-
suit, and authorities say 
Manser eventually pulled 
off the highway, taking the 
chase to surface roads. 
Manser was eventually 
stopped by traffic, but 
when state troopers 
approached her, authori-
ties say she threatened 
them with a 9 mm hand-
gun. Four troopers 
opened fire, killing the 
woman. 
Manser's boyfriend 
had reported her and his 9 
mm handgun missing ear-
lier Wednesday morning. 
Man kills himself after 20-
minute car chase with police 
DEERFIELD BEACH 
- Authorities say a man 
killed himself after lead-
ing police on a car chase 
for about 20 minutes. 
Broward County Sher-
iff's Office spokesman 
Mike Jachles the 69-year-
old driver shot himself in 
the head while making a 
U-turn. He was not imme-
diately identified. 
Police say the chase 
started when officers 
stopped the car, which 
was registered to some-
one wanted by the FBI. It 
was unclear why that per-
son was wanted by the 
FBI, or whether the driver 
was that person. 
When the car stopped, 
it appeared the driver 
would cooperate when he 
stuck his hands out the 
window and put the keys 
on the roof. But he then 
restarted the car and 
PLEASE SEE LOCAL ON A4 
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Games get 
COURTESY ERIN HASTINGS 
A saeenshot from upcoming game Galactic Arms Race, which uses artifidal intelligence technology designed by UCF Assodate Professor Kenneth Stanley. 
Student develops NEAT video game 
KIMMY BARKER 
Staff Writer 
Video game players will soon 
be able to defeat virtual enemies 
in outer space in a way that they 
never have. 
The video game Galactic Arms 
Race is programmed by a new 
artificial intelligence technology 
invented by UCF Associate Pro-
fessor Kenneth Stanley. The game 
will be released in about a month. 
The game allows players to uti-
lize an infinite supply of virtual 
weaponry to defeat other players 
in various galactic adventures. 
The game is unique in that 
Stanley's technology allows the 
server to track what weapons the 
player utilizes most and the ones 
they tend to ignore. The game 
then uses that information to 
eventually incorporate only 
weapons the user likes, and then it 
will continue to create different 
versions of them, Stanley said. 
COURTESY ERIN HASTINGS 
Galactic Anns Race will self-generate upgrades,based on how frequently players use certain weapons. 
GAR game players will be able 
to battle aliens, pirates and other 
villains by discovering unique and 
more powerful weapon systems 
that are created by the game auto-
matically, according to the GAR 
Website. 
Stanley said the method he 
developed is called NeuroEvolu-
tion of Augmenting Topologies 
(NEAT). NEAT is what allows 
technologies to be programmed to 
evolve. 
Erin Hastings, a UCF graduate 
student, invented GAR. He 
thought of creating the game after 
he worked with Stanley's NEAT 
technology, which was originally 
used on a Web site called 
PicBreeder. 
Stanley supervised the 
PicBreeder project, which was 
developed by the Evolutionary 
Complexity Research Group at 
UCF a few years ago. He said the 
idea was to allow people on the 
Internet to breed pictures similar 
to the way people today breed 
horses. Users can upload two dif-
ferent images, and the Web site 
will morph them together to pro-
duce an image "offspring," he said. 
According to Stanley, 
PicBreeder was created primarily 
for experimental purposes. Hast-
ings said he wanted to find a way 
to utilize the technology involved 
in PicBreeder to create a mar-
ketable product that a large group 
of people would be interested in 
buying. 
"In the video-game industry, a 
big issue is that it costs a lot of 
money to produce the content 
that is in games,'' Stanley said. 
The term content refers to all 
of the things that companies usu-
ally have to pay. designers and 
artists to come up with such as the 
characters' clothing, buildings and 
weapons. 
Hastings said the game will ini-
tially be available for free on the 
Internet, but he hopes that a big 
video game company such as EA 
Games will be interested in mar-
keting GAR a few years from now. 
According to the GAR Web 
site, this game will be more com-
pelling to users because they will 
maintain the feeling of novelty 
and the drive for exploration by 
the game's ability to continuously 
create new content. 
Stanley said this feature of the 
game is groundbreaking because 
it is the first time that a technolo-
LOCAL WEATHER 
gy can automatically generate 
content in a game. 
"When you play GAR, you 
have an infinite amount of 
weapons to choose from," Hast-
ings said. 
Jordan Toor, president ofUCF's 
PC gaming club called 
LANKnights, said he is looking 
forward to the release of the game. 
"I think the evolutionary sys-
tem of the weapons is an interest-
ing idea, primarily because I 
haven't seen it done in any other 
game yet," he said. 
Another LANKnights member 
Adrian Kostic said he thinks it's 
great that UCF students are pro-
ducing new technologies such as 
this one. 
"Certainly, looking at the 
screenshots, the explanation of 
the graphics and the content with-
in the game, I am fairly certain that 
I would be trying out this game 
when it comes out," Kostic said. 
"Especially because it is a UCF 
game, and even more so being that 
it is free." 
The multiplayer game will be 
a"'."ailable on UCF's Electrical Engi-
neering and Computer Science 
Web site once it is released. Stan-
ley said GAR will probably be list-
ed on several popular free Inter-
net gaming Web sites as well. 
Today 
PARTLY 
CLOUDY 
TODAY IN DETAIL 
Today: Partly cloudy skies. 
Winds NNW at 10 to 20 mph. 0 Saturday MOSTLY SUNNY High:70° Low:50° 
High:63° 
Low:38° 
Tonight: Clear skies. 
Winds NNE at 5 to 10 mph. 
Sunday 
T-SHOWERS 
High:71° 
Low:48° 
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ADLab pushes student art into real world 
CARMEN CARROQUINO 
Contributing Writer 
Amid stiff competition 
in the job market, a UCF 
program is helping stu-
dents showcase their cre-
ative talents in a mar-
ketable and professional 
atmosphere. 
What students need is 
real-world, hands-on 
experience before accept-
ing that diploma, Robert 
Reedy, an art professor 
and creator of the pro-
gram Advanced Design 
Lab, said 
'With everyone nowa-
days getting the required 
GPA and portfolio to 
graduate, internships are 
more important than 
ever," Reedy said. "4.0s 
aren't enough anymore. 
Everyone has them." 
By creating a new 
model of learning, Reedy 
said ADLab gives stu-
dents the opportunity to 
work with professionals 
in the conception and 
design of original art proj-
ect commissions. 
Reedy said, "If you 
took business, advertising, 
art, graphic design, com-
munication, and put it all 
into one experience, you 
would get this program." 
Open to all students in 
any major, ADLab caters 
to the undergraduate stu-
dents atUCF. 
Reedy said freshmen 
and sophomores are con-
ceptualizing the designs 
and presenting them to 
clients. He said no art 
experience is necessary to 
participate. 
Going·beyond the tra-
ditional internship, 
Reedy's students learn to 
deal with licensing, budg-
ets, zoning laws, engi-
neers, creative timelines, 
model making and more. 
"We get into really 
sophisticated, scientific, 
aesthetic projects that 
deal with mathematical 
and engineering issues," 
Reedy said. "Students 
have to learn how to deal 
with tools and every-
thing." 
Deborah Starr-Leitch, 
production manager of 
ADLab and Reedy's grad-
uate teaching assistant in 
charge of developing the 
brand and Web site, said 
the program is a, 
"comprehensive educa-
tional tool that brings 
multiple disciplines of 
study together in order to 
create versatility in its stu-
dents." 
Krystal Lopez,ADLab 
assistant director and 
graduate student, agreed 
with Starr-Leitch and said, 
''.A.DLab allows an inter-
disciplinary group of stu-
dents to work together 
while applying their 
wealth of knowledge and 
variety of expertise 
towards a common goal. 
ADLap is as close to a real 
world interdisciplinary 
business experience as 
you can get in an under-
graduate academic envi-
ronment." 
ADLab expands on the 
classroom experience of 
lectures and note-taking. 
OPEN SGA POSITIONS! 
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407-482-1900 
12090 COLLEGIATE WAY 
BEHIND APPLEBEES 
''.A.DLab merges the tradi-
tional classroom setting 
with real-world clients and 
situations," Reedy said. 
"Students still get the tools 
they need to graduate 
through traditional class-
room learning, but produce 
real projects with real dead-
lines and consequences if 
those deadlines aren't met." 
Reedy said the clients 
don't treat students like stu-
dents and that professional-
ism is taught and learned 
early on in the process. 
''.A.DLab creates a group 
of students that accept noth-
ing but the best while main-
taining a professional envi-
ronment," Lopez said. 
Reedy compares the 
client-employee dynamic to 
a child's attachment to its 
mother. 
"It's like cutting the 
umbilical cord," Reedy said. 
According to Reedy, 
ADLab was created in the 
summer of 2006 and has 
since been commissioned 
Intro 
for more than $300,000 in 
projects. 
Although ADLab and 
students are not directly 
compensated because of 
university policy, students 
get the reward of having 
conceptualized and 
designed finished products 
for the public to see, Reedy 
said. Students whose 
designs are chosen receive 
money in the form of schol-
arships, materials and sup-
plies to complete the proj-
ects. 
"It's more about the 
internship and the experi-
ence," Reedy said. "'frading 
one service for another, 
UCF and the companies do 
each other a favor. We do 
the research and work, they 
provide the tools and equip-
ment necessary to complete 
the task. 1 
"It's a win-win for every-
one." 
Commissions for 
ADLab's projects have come 
from South Park Industrial 
• uc1n 
in Oviedo, Seminole County 
Harley Davidson, Hard 
Rock Park, Rosen hotels and 
resorts, the Lexington Hotel 
in Orlando and Guitar Cen-
ter. Initial contacts to com-
panies were made by Reedy, 
but he said now companies 
are approaching him. He 
called the process, 
"organic." 
"The hard part was get-
ting the first project, which 
was South Park Industrial in 
Oviedo,'' Reedy said. "The 
real estate property wanted 
a public works piece of 
sculpture." 
Reedy and ADLab got 
the $14,000 commission and 
have been getting more 
projects ever since. 
Reedy said his ADLab 
students recently worked on 
a project for the UCF Med-
ical School and dealt with 
how visual environments 
·impact patients experienc-
ing chronic pain. Before 
that, Hard Rock Park com-
missioned a $90,000 out-
-
door statue. In addition, 
Reedy said his students are 
currently working on build-
ing a $63,000 bar setup for 
Giovanni's restaurant near 
UCF. 
Art is more than the 
abstract, Reedy and Starr-
Leitch said. They say the 
proof of that is in the AD Lab 
program. 
"It's a myth that art is 
about Popsicle sticks, 
seashells and playing with 
paint," Reedy said. 
Starr-Leitch said, "The 
clothes you wear, the chair 
you sit on - they were all 
designed by different types 
of artists." 
For Reedy, the practical 
experience provided by 
ADLab is a good motivator 
for 1students to learn. 
"It's not we need to learn 
this because one day you're 
going to use it, it's we need 
to learn this because we're 
going to have to deal with 
real clients in a couple of 
weeks," Reedy said. 
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LOCAL & STATE 
FROM A2 
drove off. Officers from 
Wilton Manors and Fort 
Lauderdale chased him 
until the shooting. 
Protected birds killed, 7 
arrested in connection 
NAPLES - Authori-
ties say seven people have 
been arrested after shoot-
ing and killing protected 
birds in rural Collier 
County. 
The Florida Fish and 
Wildlife Conservation 
Commission says the six 
men and a woman were 
arrested Tuesday night. 
Three have been charged 
with felony trespassing 
with a firearm. The other 
four are charged with 
misdemeanor trespass-
ing. Authorities say more 
charges are pending. 
Officers say they found 
21 dead birds at the scene, 
including the protected 
white ibis and blue heron. 
Authorities also found 
dead tree swallows and 
cormorants, protected 
under the federal Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act. 
Fox goes into home and 
attacks woman, police say 
FORT PIERCE, Fla. -
Authorities say a fox ran 
into a Fort Pierce 
woman's home and 
attacked her. 
The St. Lucie County 
Sheriff's Office reports 
that a grey fox about the 
size of a house cat ran into 
58-year-old Sandra 
Silasavage's home Tues-
day night and bit her on 
the hand and on the leg. 
She told deputies she 
managed to get the fox 
out of her home some-
how. The fox also 
attacked a 17-year-old 
neighbor's car, which 
might have hit the animal. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
University of Florida reports 
intruder m computer system 
GAINESVILLE 
University of Florida offi-
cials say an intruder has 
gained access to a com-
puter system that con-
tained personal informa-
tion for more than 97,000 
people. 
The files included the 
names and Social Securi-
ty numbers of students, 
faculty and staff who used 
the "Grove" computer 
system between 1996 and 
2009. 
The breach was dis-
covered Jan. 14 during a 
systems review. The sys-
tem was immediately 
shut down, and an investi-
gation began. The investi-
gation confirmed unau-
thorized access to the 
system, but it could not 
determine if files contain-
ing private information 
were accessed. 
Fire closes Ohio college, $1 M 
damage to several buildings 
ELYRIA, Ohio 
Classes at a small college 
were canceled Thursday 
as officials investigated 
the cause of a basement 
fire that sent smoke 
through underground 
tunnels and caused at 
least $1 million damage to 
several buildings. 
Lorain County Com-
munity College used a 
siren, public address 
announcements and text 
messages to students to 
evacuate the campus after 
the fire broke out at about 
5:30 p.m. Wednesday in the 
basement of the school's 
Business Building. 
Smoke carried through 
underground passage-
ways that connect most 
buildings at the school in 
Elyria, about 25 miles 
west of Cleveland. The 
tunnels are used by the 
college's maintenance 
staff and contain pipes 
and wiring. 
,-!'; ' - ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NATION & WORID 
Keep current with headlines from around the globe 
AHNYOUNG·JOON/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
A riot policeman sprays a fire extinguisher as South Korean protesters bum a North 
Korean flag at a rally welcoming U.S.Seaetary of State Hillary Rodham Ointon. 
Police: Ohio man strangles 
family, then shoots himself 
BELLE VALLEY, Ohio 
-A man who told a sher-
iff's dispatcher he had 
money problems stran-
gled his wife and 11-year-
old son, then shot and 
killed himself, authorities 
said Wednesday. 
Theodore Bayly, 39, 
called the dispatcher 
around 2 a.m., saying he 
had already killed his 
family and was going to 
take care of himself, 
Noble County Sheriff 
Landon Smith said. 
Bayly told the dis-
patcher in a seven-minute 
call that he was having 
financial problems and 
"couldn't afford it any-
more," Smith said. He told 
the dispatcher where to 
find the bodies and then 
hungup. 
Authorities found 
Bayly's body on an 
embankment about 35 
feet from the family's 
mobile home near Belle 
Valley, about 75 miles east 
of Columbus. He had a 
shotgun wound to the 
head, Smith said. 
Bayly's wife, Janice 
Bayly, 40, was found 
inside the home, and their 
son, Colton, was in the 
back seat of a vehicle, 
Smith said. 
The boy appeared to 
have been placed in the 
car after being killed, 
Smith said. A coroner 
determined the mother 
and son had been stran-
gled, and Smith told the 
Columbus Dispatch that 
an electrical cord had 
been used. 
He said he didn't have 
details about the family's 
financial situation. 
Grand jury indicts alleged 
KKK group leader in la. 
NEW ORLEANS -
The alleged leader of a Ku 
Klux Klan group was 
indicted on a second-
degree murder charge 
Wednesday in the shoot-
ing death of an Oklahoma 
woman who police said 
was killed during an initi-
ation in south Louisiana. 
A grand jury indicted 
Raymond Foster, 44, and 
three other suspected 
group members in the 
death of Cynthia Lynch, 
43, of Tulsa, Okla. She was 
recruited to join the group 
over the Internet and was 
shot to death when a dis-
agreement arose during 
an initiation in November, 
authorities have said. 
Foster's 20-year-old 
son Shane and another 
suspect were indicted on 
an obstruction of justice 
charge by the grand jury 
meeting about 30 miles 
north of New Orleans in 
St. Tammany Parish. A 
fourth suspect was 
charged as an accessory 
after the fact. 
Four others arrested in 
the case were not indict-
ed. 
Investigators said they 
found weapons, Confed-
erate flags and six Klan 
robes at the ·campsite 
where Lynch was killed. 
All the suspects are 
from Washington Parish, 
where the Klan flourished 
in the 1960s. Now, howev-
er, the KKK is considered 
weak and loosely organ-
ized at the local and 
national levels. 
Lynch's former attor-
ney had described her as 
lonely and troubled and 
said she may have sought 
a sense of belonging with 
the group - referred to at 
times as the Sons of Dixie 
or the Dixie Broth~ood. 
NKorea steps up war 
rhetoric ahead of Clinton trip 
SEOUL, South Korea 
- North Korea stepped 
up its war rhetoric Thurs-
day, saying its troops are 
"fully ready'' for war with 
South Korea just hours 
before a visit to Seoul by 
U.S. Secretary of State 
Hillary Rodham Clinton. 
North Korea's military 
accused South Korean 
President Lee Myung-
bak of using "nonexist-
ent" nuclear and missile 
threats as a pretext for an 
invasion and warned it 
was prepared for an "all-
out confrontation." 
The strident state-
ment carried on state-run 
media comes amid 
reports that the North is 
preparing to test-fire a 
long-range missile and as 
Clinton heads to Seoul 
for talks Friday that are 
expected to focus on 
North Korea. 
Analysts say North 
Korea is using the threats 
and missile test prepara-
tions to win President 
Barack Obama's attention 
at a time when nuclear 
negotiations with the 
U.S., South Korea and 
three other nations stand 
at a deadlock and ten-
sions with the South are 
at their highest level in a 
decade. 
North Korea, however, 
said Monday it "has no 
need to draw anyone's 
attention" and has 
defended its right to use 
missiles as part of its 
space program. 
Relations between the 
two Koreas have been 
tense since Lee took 
office a year ago taking a 
harder line toward the 
North than his liberal 
predecessors. 
Officials: Fe~ capsizes on 
river, kills 17 m Bangladesh 
BARISAL,Bangladesh 
- Officials said they 
were calling off the 
search for those still 
missing after a small ferry 
carrying about 60 people 
capsized on a river in 
southern Bangladesh 
early Thursday, killing at 
least 17 people. 
The 60-foot-long (20-
meter) ferry - which 
was rammed by a sand-
laden trawler - was 
towed to shore and 
searched for bodies, but 
authorities called off the 
recovery effort late 
Thursday, said local river 
port official Rafiqul 
Islam. Rescuers recov-
ered 17 bodies, he said. 
"I think there are no 
more bodies," he said. 
Witnesses saw more 
than 30 people swim 
some 650 feet (200 
meters) to shore while 
onlookers using floats 
made of banana tree logs 
rescued survivors from 
the ferry, the ML Happy. 
Hundreds of onlookers 
and anxious relatives 
waited on the riverbank 
near Barisal, 75 miles (120 
kilometers) south of the 
capital, Dhaka. 
Hours after the ferry 
capsized, police said it 
was still unclear how 
many people were miss-
ing, and local media 
reported conflicting 
accounts ranging from 15 
to 50. 
Islam said there were 
about 60 people aboard, 
but he could not give a 
concrete figure. He said 
the ferry could hold up to 
95people. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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1Dow enlls at lowest close in more than 6 years 
TIM PARADIS 
Associated Press 
NEW YORK - An 
important psychological 
barrier gave way on Wall 
Street Thursday as the 
pow Jones industrials fell 
to their lowest level in 
more than six years. 
The Dow broke 
through a bottom reached 
in November, pulled 
down by sharp declines in 
key financial shares. It 
was the lowest ending for 
the Dow since Oct. 9, 
(2002, when the last bear 
market bottomed out. 
The mov,e below that 
level dashed hopes that 
r-· -- __ , --
the doldrums of Novem-
ber would mark the end-
ing point of a long slump 
in the market, which is 
now nearly halfway below 
the peak levels reached in 
October 2007. 
The market's inability 
to rally signals that 
investors see no immedi-
ate end for the recession, 
which is already 14 
months old and one of the 
most severe in decades. 
Investors also haven't 
be n impressed with two 
major economic initia-
tives from the Obama 
administration this week, 
an economic stimulus 
package and a mortgage 
RICHARD DREW/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Specialist Peter Mazza, left, works on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange, 
Feb.10. The major stock indexes fell more than 5 percent that day. 
relief plan. 
"It is definitely, defi-
nitely a blow to psycholo-
gy," said Quincy Krosby, 
chief investment strategist 
at The Hartford, referring 
to the Dow's finish. 
· "There is more pessimism 
in the market as to when 
the economy is going to 
pick up steam." 
The Dow had been tee-
tering close to November 
bottom since Tuesday, 
when the index tumbled 
300 points on worries 
about the economy and 
the stability of banks in 
Eastern Europe. Stocks 
had barely finished above 
the November low on 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 
On Thursday, worries 
about financial and tech-
nology stocks weighed on 
the market, with steep 
drop-offs in financial bell-
wethers like Citigroup 
and Bank of America lead-
ing the way downward. 
Both stocks ended down 
about 14 percent. 
"The Dow represents, 
to the average investor, 
the American economy," 
Krosby said. While pro-
fessional investors often 
look at indexes like the 
Standard & Poor's 500 
index, the Dow's slide is 
an unwelcome milestone. 
"It's a tenet of the market, 
selling begets selling. 
You're going to see the 
market on guard." 
The Dow lost 89.68, or 
1.2 percent, to end at 
7,465.95. 
Supporters rally for runoff Return in question 
FROM A1 
stage in front of the Stu-
dent Union Friday in 
another debate at noon. 
Students may vote in the 
runoff election beginning 
Feb.23. 
Lewis said he was 
"feeling exceptional" after 
the results were 
announced 
"I wasn't sure whether 
or not we were making it 
to the next round," Lewis 
said. "I knew there was 
going to be a [runoff], but 
I wasn't sure if we would 
be there. I like to be realis-
tic. I like to be optimistic, 
too." 
Stein and Peckham cap-
tured the majority of the 
vote with just over 38 per-
cent of the student vote. 
Shortly after the 
announcement, Stein was 
quietly sitting on a bench 
absorbing the excited 
chaos on campus. 
"I am excited that we 
got the most votes of the 
three," Stein said. "The 
margin was unexpectedly 
close. I was very surprised 
at how close it came." 
The second runoff tick-
et was separated by ill 
votes, according the Elec-
tion Commission results. 
Peterson and Lewis will 
rally again next week with 
31.03 percent of the vote. 
Mortellaro and Rivard 
were close behind with 
30.02 percent. 
"It's not about win-
ning," Rivard said. "It's 
about getting your mes-
sage out." 
Rivard also said he was 
not yet supporting anoth-
er ticket. 
Mortellaro was all 
smiles. 
FROM Al 
privacy of student educa-
tion records," according to 
the U.S. Department of 
Education's Web site. 
''You really can't make 
any comment because of 
privacy issues," head coach 
Kirk Speraw said to the 
media on Thursday. "Cer-
tainly, it's unfortunate for 
our basketball team." 
Before his suspension, 
the junior was second in 
scoring on the team, aver-
aging 9.8 points per game, 
and led the team in 
rebounding with 6.8 per 
game. 
have to live with it and step 
up as a team." 
Speraw also spoke with 
Davis after the decision 
came. 
"He is taking good steps 
since all this has happened," 
Speraw said. "Still, you 
make a mistake, and you 
have got to pay the conse-
quences." 
TIFFANY MCBRIDE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Students gather to hear the results of the SGA election. There will be a runoff for president and vice president Feb. 23. 
Teammate and good 
friend Jennaine Taylor said 
he talked to Davis on the 
phone after hearing the 
news. 
The Knights will try to 
fill the void left by Davis 
with a rotation of players. 
AJ. Tyler, who has averaged 
6.6 points in 21 minutes of 
play; will likely be the play-
er inserted into the starting 
lineup, but a number of 
guys could eat up some 
minutes as well P.J. Gaynor, 
Jean Michel Yotio and 
Jakub Kusmieruk could see 
their time on the court 
increase as the team tries to 
find a replacement for 
Davis. 
"I am feeling just fine," 
he said. "The week went 
excellent. I had the 
absolute best team of cam-
paigners that I could have 
ever hoped to have. I 
would do this all over 
again if I had to. I wouldn't 
change a thing, except 
maybe win!" 
Mortellaro also said he 
will be supporting Peter-
son and Lewis' campaign 
in the coming election. 
"They are the best guys 
for the job," he said 
Stein was pleased with 
the week and wondered 
how the green support 
will change the election. 
"I think what we did 
worked, and I think we 
just need to do it ag~" 
Stein said. ''Now that [stu-
dents] only have two [tick-
ets] t choose from, it's 
just gomg to be interesting 
to see where the voters 
go." 
Just under 11,000 stu-
dents voted in the week's 
election, according the 
Election Commission-
almost 1,000 less than last 
year. 
SupervisorofElections 
Marlee Popluder said the 
student turnout was pretty 
good, but campaign sup-
porters like Patrick Horn 
said he hopes more stu-
dents come out next week. 
"I think this week was a 
very tough battle between 
all three [candidates]," 
Horn, a sophomore elec-
trical engineer supporting 
the Peterson and Lewis 
ticket, said. "Overall, I 
think it went pretty well. 
I'd like to get a little bit 
more voter turnout." 
Horn plans to pull in 
the green ticket's voters in 
the upcoming week. 
"I have had a lot of my 
friends that are on the 
green ticket come up to 
me and say; 'Yes, we'd like 
to work with you guys. Get 
us some black shirts,"' 
Horn said "So I'm pretty 
excited about that." 
Peckham is also look-
ing forward to the upcom-
ing week. 
"I think it was a fun 
three days," Peckham said. 
"It's going to be another 
fun three days coming up. 
We have great support. I 
think we did everything 
right that we could do. We 
just have to work that 
much harder. It feels 
good" 
Stein and Peckham 
supporters said they hope 
to unleash a few surprises 
in the runoff. 
Ryan Garrett, president 
of Phi Delta Theta, said he 
was keeping some of Stein 
and Peckham's campaign 
secrets confidential. 
'We have a couple big 
guns we are pulling out,'' 
Garrett said '.'.Andrew/Chace 
is the way for UCF to go right 
now:'' 
"I just let him know that 
what he did wasn't the best 
decision, and he has to deal 
with the consequences," 
Thylor said "He is going to 
bounce back. He is one of 
those guys that he isn't 
going to let something like 
this hold him down." 
Davis had no legal issues 
as stated by the Orlando 
Sentinel after a search in 
court records in both Semi-
nole and Orange counties; 
however, he did have trou-
ble staying on the court due 
to academic struggles dur-
ing the past two seasons. 
Davis was suspended for 
one game this season, Dec. 
13 against Florida Tech, and 
also was benched for a 
game last season. 
''.As far as we know, we 
are allowed to say what we 
know," senior Kenrick Zon-
dervan said ''It's a Universi-
ty issue, and we don't know 
anything about what the 
decision is. They just told 
us the decision, and we just 
"Well, you look at AJ. 
Tyler," Speraw said of the 
players to possibly fill the 
starting role. ''You know, 
you look at P.J. Gaynor, who 
is going to have to step up 
and play some. Maybe 
some Jean Michel Yotio, 
maybe some [Kusmieruk] 
or maybe go small. We will 
see who steps up and is effi-
cient and plays well." 
Speraw said he has had 
constant conversations 
with Davis throughout the 
process. He said that Davis' 
potential return to the team 
for the 2009-10 season 
would be "discussed in the 
future." As for now, the 
Knights will have to play 
the rest of the season with-
out Davis on the court. 
''Tony is not a bad young 
man," Speraw said. "He 
made a mistake. He is going 
to pay a heavy price for it, 
and our team is going to pay 
a price for it." 
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Research study focuses on dating V)iolence 
VILOCPHAM 
Contributing Writer 
Research done by a 
UCF graduate student sug-
gested social norms exist 
in drinking and drugs, and 
not college dating. 
LaShawn Rivera, a grad-
uate student in applied 
sociology with an empha-
sis on domestic violence, 
said as part of her graduate 
research she conducted a 
study on social norms and 
college dating violence. 
The study is to help 
identify social norms by 
getting participants to 
discuss their opinions 
about aggression in college 
dating relationships. 
HEALTHVvs. 
UNHEALTHY 
RELATIONSHIPS 
HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP 
The signs of a healthy relationship 
include: 
• Loving and taking care of 
yourself 
• Respecting your partner's right 
to be himself or herself 
• Having a life outside the 
relationship, with your own friends 
and your own activities 
• Making decisions together, each 
partner compromising when 
necessary 
• Resolving conflicts through open 
and honest communication 
• Having more good times in the 
relationship than bad 
UNHEALTHY RELATIONSHIP 
The signs of an unhealthy 
relationship include: 
"Some people in aggres-
sive relationships might 
think it's OK," said UCF 
graduate student Tom Gre-
gorich. "Maybe they justify 
that's what boyfriends and 
girlfriends do." 
This study will help 
identify social norms. 
CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORID FUTURE 
LaShawn Rivera talks about the effects o! dating violence to a dassroom on Wednesday. Rivera is a UCF graduate student conducting a study related to date viol nee. 
• Focusing all your energy on 
loving and caring for your partner 
• Trying to change your partner to 
be what you want them to be 
Rivera said there was a 
lot of research on hetero-
sexual relationships but 
not so much on other rela-
tionships. They should not 
be ignored, she said. 
Most of those who go to 
UCF Victim Services for 
help do not identify them-
selves as part of the Gay-
Lesbian-Bisexual-
Transgender community. 
Rivera said she wants to 
focus on this population. 
In order to participate 
in this study, UCF students 
must be at least 18 years old 
and identify themselves as 
gay, lesbian, bisexual or 
transgender. In addition to 
those requirements, stu-
dents must also consent to 
have the discussions 
recorded and notes taken 
by a research assistant. The 
study was scheduled for 
February and its last ses-
sion is on Wednesday. 
UCF Victim Services 
stated on its Web site that 
domestic violence affects 
millions of people every 
year, regardless of age, race 
and sexual preference. 
Most cases of dating 
violence aren't reported to 
police, according to the 
National Women's Health 
Information Center. 
NWHIC defined dating 
violence as "when one per-
son purposely causes phys-
ical or psychological hann 
to another person they are 
dating, including sexual 
assault, physical abuse, and 
psychological or emotional 
abuse." 
Organizations such as 
UCF Victim Services and 
the NWHIC provide infor-
mation to those who are 
seeking help because of 
violence and abuse. 
'~ an advocate, we 
know definitions based on 
laws," Rivera said, "but I 
want to hear students' 
voices:' 
Participants in the focus 
group discussed what dat-
ing meant, normal behav-
iors in dating and what 
they thought was being 
done to help increase 
awareness in dating vio-
lence and prevent it. The 
study was to help identify 
trends and behaviors based 
on how students view 
these topics. Rivera said 
UCF Victim Services could 
use this· data to help pre-
vent abuse and violence in 
relationships. 
Gregorich said he 
thought there were social 
norms a person was sup-
posed to follow. 
"If I'm interested in dat-
ing someone, I try to give 
them space and not be 
aggressive," he said. "To 
have a good relationship, 
you have to respect each 
other." 
According to the 
NWHIC and UCF Victim 
Services Web sites, signs of 
abuse include threats of 
weapon use, anger when 
intoxicated, stalking and 
humiliation in front of oth-
ers. 
For aggressive relation-
Mrs. Sorken · For Whom The Southern Belle Tolls • The Actor·s Nightmare 
407-823-1500 I WWW.THEATRE.UCF.EDU 
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ships, Rivera said, she had 
seen trends such as online 
harassment and someone 
not allowing their partner 
to be social. 
Christine Mouton, 
coordinator for UCF 
Victim Services, was also a 
victim advocate. Mouton 
was available for students 
who walked out of the 
study and needed to talk to 
someone. 
UCF Victim Services is 
available 24 hours a day 
and assists those who are 
victimized in crim~ that 
happened on and o cam-
pus. Mouton also sai Vic-
tim Services helps t 
vent people from 
victimized again an 
vides services from 
ningtoend. 
• Dropping friends and family or 
activities you enjoy 
• One partner makes all the 
decisions 
• One partner yells, hits, or throws 
things at the other during 
arguments 
• Having more bad times in the 
relationship than good 
-WWW.WOMENSHEAIJH.GOV 
New car a vehicle for change 
FROM A1 
It is street legal on 
roads with speed limits 
up to35mph. 
In addition to serving 
practical purposes, the 
purchase of a ZENN also 
has a message behind it, 
according to Jennifer 
Albert, the department's 
senior information spe-
cialist. 
"The main point of the 
ZENN car is to get out to 
not only faculty and staff, 
but to students, that there 
is another way to trans-
portation," Albert said. 
"You don't have to use 
gas." 
ZENNs are a brand of 
small, battery-powered 
cars that run on electrici-
ty as opposed to fuel 
sources. While most 
ZENNs are powered by 
plugging the car into con-
ventional power outlets, 
UCF's car is able to run by 
using solar panels on top 
of the vehicle. The panels 
that are on the car at UCF 
were installed by Sustain-
ability & Energy Manage-
ment. 
During prolonged 
cloudy periods when 
there is no sun to power 
the vehicle's solar cells, 
the car can be plugged in 
like any other electric car. 
"In six weeks, we 
haven't plugged it in at 
all," said David Norvel, 
the director of 
Sustainability & Energy 
Management, as he drove 
the car he was responsi-
RAM I ROnEW1a / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Department of Sustainability and Energy Management at UCF installed 
three solar panels that will power the ZENN car with zero emissions. 
ble for disctering. run on 100 percent elec-
"We're trying t keep tric energy. 
from doing that We're After a series of test-
trying to keep it s we can drives of different cars, 
say that it wasl never the ZENN was chosen 
plugged in sinF we and was purchased in 
plugged the so on. December, although the 
That's our goal." solar panels were not 
Norvel was also installed until Jan. 6. · 
responsible for installing 'We had the golf carts, 
the solar panels qnto the but we wanted something 
car. Albert was r~sponsi- that was a little bit differ-
ble for both the p chase ent than the golf carts, 
of the vehicle d the more like a car," Albert 
design of the wrap said. 
around the car. Eugene Roberts, the 
The money senior engineer in charge 
chase the car c of Sustainability & Ener-
rebate from gy Management's special 
Energy. The de ment projects, agreed. 
received $18,000 that the "It's a really sophisti-
university rec~ei..Jed after cated golf cart," Roberts 
implementing energy- said. "It's comfortable. It's 
saving project t helped air-conditioned. It has a 
UCF use more energy- really nice radio. It 
efficient lights. shields from the weather. 
The de artment It has wind shield wipers. 
decided to use e money That you really don't have 
to invest in ve cles that in a golf cart." 
Trees help economy grow 
FROM Al 
Center. 
Freshman and environ-
mental studies major, 
Sarah Parker, 19, said she 
and some of her friends 
were surprised so many 
trees had been planted 
along Central Florida 
Boulevard when many stu-
dents don't consider that 
the main entrance to cam-
pus. 
Heston said he hopes 
students concerned about 
the financial factor in this 
recent development will 
take into consideration 
that UCF purchased the 
trees from a local vendor 
in hopes of stimulating the 
economy in the Central 
Florida region. 
Senior art education 
major Amanda Leclere 
said, "It's intelligent to 
keep money within the 
local economy so it keeps 
coming back." 
Sophomore mechani-
. cal engineering major 
1 Stephen Thomas said he 
wishes UCF had more 
TIFFANY MCBRIDE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
These cold-resistant aim trees require no irrigation and will provide shade. 
money to spen* on educa- planted, some students 
tional equipm nt, but the wonder if the Landscape 
money allott d to the and Natural Resources 
Landscape and Natural department will beautify 
Resources tpartment other areas as well. 
should be sp t on local Junior Emre Kelly said 
vendors who · "make the recent landscaping 
our beau~ <:;tm.Pus even developments have defi-
more beautifull" nitely made the campus 
Parker als9 supports look a lot better, but hopes 
the idea ofUCF's spending to see something planted 
on local ~and servic- in the empty areas amidst 
es. She said developing the Psychology Building 
such connecti ns will lead and Classroom Building L 
to a symbiotic ,-elationship "Either way, they're 
between UC and local going to do it," said Kelly 
businesses. about ~,_prucing up the,-
With the 3 palm trees campus. 
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The UCF Baseball team, seen here at practice on Tuesday, has a new head coach, 
Teny Rooney, and is looking to improve on its 31-27 record from last season. 
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Knights hit field looking for fresh start 
RYAN BASS 
Staff Writer 
The home run hasn't 
been a regular theme for 
the UCF Baseball team in 
past years. Neither have 
strikeouts. 
But according to new 
UCF Baseball head coach 
Terry Rooney, that will all 
change starting tonight 
against Virginia Common-
wealth at 6:30 p.m. 
Rooney had the outfield 
fences moved in 10 feet and 
is stressing power to his 
NEXT GAME 
vs.£~ 
UCF VCU 
Tonight, 6:30 p.m. I Jay Bergman Reid 
team this season, both on 
the mound and in the bat-
ter's box. 
"There are two things 
that in the future we want 
to recruit to, and that is 
power arms and power hit-
ters," Rooney said. "I 
believe that those are two of 
the hallmarks of what it 
takes to succeed at the high-
est level of college baseball. 
Look, it's exciting and it's 
also an exciting brand of 
baseball for people to see." 
The Knights return 
some key players in both 
the lineup and the pitching 
staff that have a chance to 
provide that power. Most 
noticeably, UCF will have 
its best power hitter from 
2007 back and at full 
strength: senior Kiko 
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A8 
ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF junior third baseman Shane Brown, seen here sliding into home against Florida A&M last season, was a big part of UCF's success last season, leading the team with 49 RBIs, nine home runs and a .367 average. 
What can Brown do for UCF? Everything For updates from the games, go to 
._ _ _. www.UCFNews.com 
RYAN BASS 
Staff Writer 
Since walking on to the UCF Baseball team in 
2007, third baseman Shane Brown has been 
making the most of his opportunities. 
He followed that reward with a game-winning 
double down the left field line. Two days later 
against Michigan, he connected on a 3-1 pitch 
with the bases loaded in the 10th inning to win 
the game. 
got a game-winning hit, and then I got another 
game-winning hit. and it was awesome. I just 
kept rolling with it." 
On Feb. 10, 2007, the 6-foot right-handed 
Brown stepped into the batter's box for the first 
time in a UCF uniform against TCU. He ground-
ed out to the second baseman on a 2-2 pitch. His 
next at-bat. six days later, Brown laced a single 
through the left side of the infield against Mary-
land 
Those images are still vivid in his memory. 
"I guess at first when I got in [the batter's 
box], I was kind of real nervous:· said Brown. a 
Wmter Park native, about his first at-bat. "I was 
spinning and the pitch was coming real quick 
and everything. After that, I just relaxed and 
went back to what I know how to do: think mid-
dle, and I hit it into the right center gap. 
As a walk-on, Brown had to prove to himself 
and his teammates that he could play on the col-
legiate level. That involved hours of preparation 
on the field and in the weight room. 
"I just had to work hard in practice to earn my 
playing time," Brown said. "I got my opportuni-
ty to start as an everyday player, and that's where 
I just kind of excelled as a player." 
On Feb. 25, 2007, Brown started his first game 
at third base against national powerhouse LSU. 
''.After that, you just start getting into a 
rhythm. and you start rolling. The next [game], I PLEASE SEE BROWN ON A8 
Men' basketball 
Team seeks revenge 
in trip to Houston 
PADRICK BREWER 
Sports Editor 
Althou~ the UCF Men's 
Basketball team is dealing 
with the los~ of junior for-
ward Tony Davis, its second-
leading scorer, it still has a 
game to focus on for this Sat-
urday. 
The Knights head to 
Houston on Saturday to take 
on the Cougars, who beat 
UCF by 28 points on Feb. 4 at 
the UCF Arena. 
Although the Knights 
beat Tulsa with a last-second 
shot Saturday, some of the 
momentum was tempered 
by the dismissal of Davis 
from the team Wednesday. 
But the Knights are still 
concentrated on getting 
some revenge against the 
Cougars. 
"We're definitely ready to 
play them again right now," 
UCF senior forward Kenrick 
Zondervan said Thursday. 
- ---- - ---
NEXT GAME 
.m~VS. Ill 
UCF Houston 
Saturday, 8 p.m. I Houston 
· · ···· · For updates from 
the game, go to 
www.UCFNews.com 
' "Losing by that much in a 
home game is just unaccept-
able. We want to get some 
payback, and we're definitely 
ready for it." 
UCF will have to combat 
Conference USA'.s highest-
scoring offense, which is led 
by forward Aubrey Coleman, 
who shredded the Knights 
for 30 points in Houston's 97-
69 victory. 
That victory started a 
four-game win streak for the 
PLEASE SEE ROMPZA ON A8 
Ill 
UCF wins in extra innings 
CARLOS PINEDA 
Contributing Writer 
The UCF Softball team 
picked up a 5-3, eighth-
inning win in Jacksonville 
on Wednesday night. The 
game was pushed up 30 
minutes due to potential 
rain, but that did not affect 
the Knights, who improved 
their record to 5-6 on the 
season and moved to 10-1 
all-time against the Dol-
phins. 
UCF head coach Renee 
Luers-Gillispie decided it 
was time to mix things up 
with the defensive align-
ment. Sophomore Abby 
McClain played in center 
field, freshman Natalie 
Land moved over to short-
stop, freshman Vanessa 
Perez moved to second 
base and freshman Tenisha 
Dixon went to left field 
McClain was on fire in 
Jacksonville. She was 3-for-3 
when the Knights had two 
outs in the inning. She went 
3-for-5 on the night with 
RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Junior right fielder Mary Helen Tyler, seen here against George Mason on Feb. 14, 
was a defensive replacement in UCF's 5-3 win against Jacksonville on Wednesday. 
two RBIs, a triple and 1 run 
scored 
"[McClain] felt like she 
wasn't hitting her pitches, 
and she was really patient 
[Wednesday] and getting a 
good pitch," Luers-Gillispie 
said Thursday. "It just hap-
pened that every time she 
was up she had two outs. 
She was definitely the MVP 
of [Wednesday's] game" 
The Knights trailed 1-0 
through one inning but 
struck back in the second 
when senior starting pitch-
er Magon Paul hit a double 
down the right-field line 
that scored Perez from sec-
ond base. The Knights put 2 
~LEASE SEE MCCLAIN, ON A8 
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UCF focuses on power bats, arms Brown to bat in 
heart of the order · FROM A7 Vazquez. The first base-
man suffered a fractured 
forearm in spring practice 
last year and is fully healed 
missing 40 games in 2008. 
''It's fully recovered, and 
I'm ready to go," Vazquez 
said. "I worked hard over 
the summer and the fall, 
and Coach has been a great 
influence on me, just will-
ing to work hard every day. 
He has just brought a dif-
ferent atmosphere, and we 
are just ready to play." 
In addition to Vazquez, 
the Knights will welcome 
two more sluggers back to 
the lineup for the 2009 sea-
son. Juniors Shane Brown 
and, Chris Duffy, who com-
bined for 17 home runs.last 
season, will bring their 
power bats to the lineup 
and are looking to be con-
stant headaches for oppos-
ing pitchers this season, 
especially Duffy. 
"To be honest, I am try-
ing to drive some balls this 
year," Duffy said. "The bot-
tom line is I'm just trying to 
go up there every at bat 
and hit the ball hard" 
· The Knights' bats aren't 
the only things providing 
power in 2009. The pitch-
ers' arms will be as well. 
UCF returns starters 
Jaager Good and Kyle 
Sweat, who combined for 
83 strikeouts last season. 
Rooney is known for 
constructing great pitching 
staffs, which should help 
both Sweat, who will start 
the season-opener tonight, 
and Good. As the pitching 
coach at both LSU and 
Notre Dame, Rooney has 
had 28 of his pitchers 
selected in the Major 
League Baseball Draft. 
In 2008 at LSU, 
Rooney's pitchers struck 
out a combined 554 batters 
and compiled a team ERA 
of 4.11, finishing in the top 
25 in the country in that 
category. 
He is trying to bring 
that same mentality to the 
pitchers here at UCF. 
"The biggest thing I 
have tried to instill in this 
group of pitchers is to pitch 
offensively and aggressive-
ly," Rooney said. "Meaning, 
we are learning now to 
throw to contact, force 
guys to swing the bat and 
learn how to be aggressive 
and compete. That's really 
the biggest thing that I look 
for and have tried to instill. 
''I want guys, when they 
are out there on the 
mound, to exude confi-
dence regardless of the 
type of pitcher that they 
are." 
In addition to Good and 
Sweat, the Knights return 
closer Justin Weiss and 
Austin Hudson, who was a 
reliever but will start Sat-
urday. 
Weiss, a senior, saved 
seven games last season 
and was third on the team 
with a 3.41 ERA. He can 
already see the benefit of 
Rooney's methods. 
"Everything he does has 
a purpose behind it, and 
the mentality he has for 
our pitchers is just 
absolute bulldog, don't 
ever give up the intensity 
and the focus," Weiss said 
''It all leads into the confi-
dence that you have to play. 
Just the small, little things: 
where your hand is, every-
thing. Where your nose 
goes, head, heel, every-
thing. All these things lead 
into what he's trying to do 
for us." 
The attention to detail 
isn't the only difference 
that Weiss sees with. this 
baseball regime as com-
pared with its past. 
He described an 
instance when Rooney had 
to kick his players off the 
field because they didn't 
want to stop practicing. 
Everything surrounding 
the team is night and day 
from last season. 
"It's a whole new world, 
I'll tell you that," Weiss 
said. "Everything is differ-
ent, from the philosophy 
we have now to the men-
tality. Everything has a pur-
pose, from the way we lift 
to what days we lift to the 
way we condition to the 
way we practice, the drills 
we do .... It's just a whole 
new world out here now." 
The new season starts 
tonight at 6:30 p.m. against 
the VCU Rams in the first 
contest of a four-game 
series. 
The series will continue 
Saturday at 4 p.m., Sunday 
at 1 p.m. and Monday 1 p.m. 
FROM A7 
That first start came 
against LSU in 2007, but he 
had to continue to battle for 
playing time. After that 
game, Brown appeared in 
38 games the rest of the 
year, with 24 starts. He fin-
ished the season with a .267 
batting average and 27 hits 
while getting comfortable 
hitting regularly in the line-
up. 
"Once you start playing 
every day, you get into a 
routine," he said "You start 
getting more comfortable 
come each day to day ... , 
and I kept getting better 
and better because I kept 
getting into a routine." 
The 2008 season would 
be the breakout one for 
Brown. He bulked up in the 
offseason, and it showed in 
the early part of the season 
with the sophomore hitting 
safely in his first 12 games 
oftheyear. 
what he had to do at first 
base." 
Brown, a natural third 
baseman, learned to adjust 
to the position. He knows 
that his opportunity to play 
came from Vazquez's 
injury. 
"That was probably the 
only reason I started," 
Brown said "I never want-
ed to see anything like that 
happen, but I took advan-
tage of the opportunity. 
That's why I got to play all 
that time." 
Throughout the course 
of the season, Brown start-
ed to become the guy the 
Knights leaned on in the 
lineup. He racked up 14 
two-out RBIs and drove in 
a run 19 out of 20 times he 
stepped up to the plate 
with a runner at third and 
fewer than two outs. 
McClain delivers late Rompza healing 
The slugger started 45 
games in 2008, with 32 of 
them coming at first base 
filling in for the injured 
Kiko Vazquez, and led UCF 
in batting average (.367), 
home runs (nine), runs bat-
ted in (49), total bases ~03) 
and slugging percentage 
(.609). The success didn't 
come without hard work 
Although head coach 
Terry Rooney is just begin-
ning his career at UCF, he 
knows just how clutch 
Brown can be. Rooney was 
an assistant coach in LSU 
dugout when Brown drove 
home the game-winning 
RBI back in 2007. Brown's 
ability to come through in 
the late innings is some-
thing Rooney loves about 
him. FROM A7 
more runs on the score-
board in the third inning, 
when senior Breanne Javier 
knocked in McClain and 
Land with a double to left-
center field 
Paul gave up one run 
through four innings but 
faced some trouble in the 
bottom of the fifth, giving 
up two runs on three hits as 
the Dolphins tied the score 
at 3. Paul pitched 4.2 
innings, giving up three 
runs - two earned - on 
six bits. She also had three 
strikeouts. 
In relief, junior pitcher 
Ashleigh Cole h elped the 
Knights out of the jam, 
holding Jacksonville with-
out a hit for the rest of the 
game. She went 3.1 innings 
with three strikeouts and 
picked up her third win. 
The score remained 3-3 
until the top half of the 
eighth inning when the 
Knights began a two-out 
rally. Senior catcher Lindsay 
Dean hit a single up the 
middle. 
Dixon moved Dean to 
second with a single of her 
own, putting two runners 
on. 
McClain came up to the 
plate and delivered the hit 
of the game, a two-run dou-
ble to center field, scoring 
Dean and Dixon and giving 
UCF a 5-3 advantage that 
they would never relin-
quish. 
Today, the Knights will 
face Portland State at 2:30 
p.m. followed by a 6:30 p.m. 
game against Illinois-Cbica-
go. 
On Saturday, the Knights 
will play at 2:30 p.m. against 
the Boston College Eagles 
followed by a rematch 
against the Oklahoma State 
Cowgirls at 6:30 p.m. 
The Knights beat the 
Cowgirls 8-5 during a tour-
nament in Arizona on Feb. 7. 
FROM A7 
Cougars, but that was 
snapped by Marshall on 
Wednesday, despite a 
career-high 38 points 
from Coleman. 
UCF head coach 
Kirk Speraw said his 
team would have to 
watch out not only for 
Coleman, but also for 
Kelvin Lewis and Qa'r-
raan Calhoun, both of 
whom are shooting bet-
ter than 38 percent on 
their 3-pointers. 
While Houston 
played Wednesday, the 
Knights were going 
through what Zonder-
van said was a light 
practice. 
The Knights have 
not played since the 
buzzer-beating victory 
against 'I\.tlsa, but Sper-
aw said he hopes the 
time off will give his 
team some time to get 
prepared. 
''I expect that we are 
a little more focused 
going into the game 
than what we were 
here," Speraw said 
about the team's per-
formance on Feb. 4. 
"Hopefully our guys are 
a little more mentally 
prepared for the game." 
Freshman guard AJ. 
Rompza may see more 
playing time against the 
Donate Plasma! 
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Cougars. 
Rompza injured his 
right ankle in that game 
against the Cougars, 
and he has not started 
since. 
But he did make his 
presence felt against the 
Golden Hurricane, hit-
ting the game-winning 
shot. 
Speraw said that the 
week off has been good 
for Rompza, but Speraw 
would not commit to 
starting Rompza on Sat-
urday. 
"We'll see how he 
gets through the next 
two days of practice," 
Speraw said, referring 
to the team's practices 
Thursday and Friday. 
Through tlie highs 
and lows of the past 
week, the huge loss at 
home is still fresh on the 
minds of the players. 
"To have a loss like 
that at home in front of 
your home crowd, 
there's a chip on our 
shoulder ever since that 
game," senior guard Jer-
maine Taylor said. 
"Going into Houston, 
we know it's going to be 
tougher, but we have to 
toughen it out and 
hopefully get that win." 
The Knights and 
Cougars face off Satur-
day at 8 p.m. in the 
Hofheinz Pavilion. 
Expanded 
Hours! 
In a game against Jack-
sonville, he happened to hit 
a ball farther than he ever 
had before as a Knight. 
Brown pounded a 1-1 pitch 
over the left-field fence, 
notching his first career 
home run. 
"I have always had a 
good gap-to-gap kind of 
power swing," Brown said 
''I didn't really use that well 
in my freshman year. Then, 
in my sophomore year - I 
guess getting more relaxed 
and getting stronger in the 
weight room - I was able 
to generate more power 
and hit more home runs." 
He hit eight more that 
season, but those home 
runs may not liave 
occurred had one of the 
Knights' star players not 
suffered an injury be ore 
the season. 
Vazquez, the Knights' 
best power hitter, fractured 
his right forearm and was 
going to be out of the line-
up until April. Insert 
Brown. Vazquez had no 
doubt that Brown could fill 
his spot in the lineup and 
on the field 
"I had a lot of confi-
dence," Vazquez said about 
Brown. ''I had all the confi-
dence in the world. I was 
always by his side every 
time and every day making 
sure he was on pace of 
Open 
Sundays! 
• 
"One of the things that I 
look for our hitters, besides 
the physical tool, the most 
important thing I look for is 
can they hit in the clutch," 
Rooney said "What I mean 
is that when we need them. 
can they step up and get a 
big hit ... , and consistently 
since we got h ere in the fall, 
Shane Brown has hit in the 
clutch. 
"That is the sole, single 
reason why Shane Brown 
will hit somewhere in the 
middle of our lineup, and 
we are going to count on 
him because he is a guy 
that has proven to us to 
continually hit in the 
clutch." 
There is a different feel 
for Brown entering the sea-
son in 2009 than it was in 
past years. He will be the 
starter at third base and he 
will be an integral part of 
the UCF lineup. It's a far 
cry from a guy that was an 
afterthought and just 
another walk-on a couple 
of years ago. 
"[His progression] is 
incredible," Vazquez said. 
·~ a guy; we looked at him 
as just one of those guys 
that just walked on, but you 
can see from the :first day 
he stepped on the dedica-
tion and work ethic he had 
to get better. As soon as he 
wore a uniform, he just had 
the [attitude] of getting bet-
ter every day." 
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It's not easy being enca~ed in glass 
JOSH BROWNE 
Contributing Writer 
For those who grew up 
watching the loveable Ker-
mit the Frog or Ms. Piggy 
on television, there's a 
chance to see the · magic 
behind the lovelable mup-
pets. 
Jim Henson, the creator 
of the Muppets, and the 
characters he featured in 
The Muppet Show and the 
long-running educational 
G For more photos of the event: 
www.UCFNews.com 
program Sesame Street are 
now on display at Jim Hen-
son's Fantastic World at the 
Orange County Regional 
History Center. 
Henson passed away in 
1990, but today, he is still 
alive through his work, at 
the exhibit. It's based on 
the puppeteer's fantastic 
imagination, and 
showcases his tal-
ent through many 
forms such as tele-
vision ads, actual-
sized Muppets, 
artwork from his college 
days, television shows, 
movies and doodles 
from his weekly 
meetings. 
After enter-
ing the exhibit, 
~ 
PLEASE SEE EXHIBIT ON A 10 
Variety Editor 
Two hundred years ago, Captain 
Sebastian the Black pillaged and plun-
dered the seas with his band of acrobat-
ic, color-coordinated pirates. 
Black still sails the seas, only now he 
prefers to attack the small harbor of the 
Pirate's Dinner Adventure. 
Black is just one of the fictional 
pirates from Pirate's Dinner 
Adventure. located off of Interna-
tional Drive. The 
nightly dinner the-
ater offers a 
swashbuckling 
good time for 
pirates young 
and old. The 
show, which started in 
May 1996, combines stage 
effects, swordplay and 
crowd interaction, all in the 
name of piracy. 
After hearing about the 
show from a matey long ago, I 
decided to hoist my own colors and 
brave the journey to the Orlando area 
for a fun night of adventure and 
romance. 
Pirate's Dinner Adventure is divided 
into several parts. First, there's the 
preshow, or "the governor's annual gala" 
as they call it, in the main room where 
audience members are treated to appe-
tizers before being yanked onstage for a 
little fun. 
During the preshow, Frederick the 
Town Crier, who on land is actually 
referred to as Nathan Bonk, pulled seven 
random men out of the crowd to have 
them participate in a humiliating yet 
humorous "man pretzel." The seven 
robust men sat intertwined on chairs 
while Frederick removed each chair 
slowly one by one. Finally, the men sank 
to the ground to thunderous applause 
from the crowd. 
Bonk said his favorite part about 
working at Pirate's is being able to enter-
tain people from all around the world. 
Many attendees are from distant places, 
like Jeff Campbell from Alaska, who 
brought his two children to the show 
while on leave from the Air Force . 
"l only get to see my kids twice a 
year," Campbell said while watching the 
preshow from the VIP room. "We got to 
do things right. You only live once." 
Like any good pirate romance, the 
show's story revolves around a beautiful 
princess who is kidnapped by a bunch of 
roguish pirates and entertained by 
sparkly, flexible Gypsy dancers and a 
PLEASE SEE DINNER ON A10 
Kermit the Frog is probably 
the most known of Jim 
Henson's creations. Early 
versions of the icon have 
appeared as early as 19S5. 
A Chorus 
Line tour 
• rema1ns 
sensation 
Cast takes their hats 
off for a quick Q&A 
NICOLE SCHOEN 
Contributing Writer 
A Chorus Line is still one singu-
lar sensation even after 33 years. 
With its heart-warming tale of 17 
dancers' struggles to win a spot on 
a Broadway musical's chorus line. 
the Tony Award-winning musical 
continues to inspire future genera-
tions to fight for what they love 
most. 
The Future recently had the 
opportunity to speak with a few of 
the off-Broadway A Chorus Line 
cast members-Jordan Fife Hunt, 
Gabrielle Ruiz, Liza B. Domingo, 
Anthony Wayne and Alex Ringler 
- who per-
formed all last A CHORUS LINE 
week at the 
Bob Carr Per-
forming Arts 
Centre. 
Central 
F1orida 
Futw-e:How 
do you, as per-
formers, put a 
stamp on your 
character and 
make it your 
own? 
CAST MEMBERS: 
LIZA B. DOMINGO 
JORDAN FIFE HUNT 
ALEX RINGLER 
GABRIELLE RUIZ 
ANTHONYWAYNE 
Jordan Fife Hunt, "Frank": It 
all depends on how you approach 
the material. I think that by per-
forming your character, by being 
yourself: your personal stamp will 
just happen. 
CFF: What was your favorite 
or most memorable mess up in the 
show? 
Gabrielle Ruiz, ''Diana": [rve 
seen A Chorus Line] performed on 
Broadway before. and a lot of per-
formers had called in sick [that 
day], and when they went to make 
the cut down to the 17, only one 
character got cut because the rest 
weren't there. 
CFF: How do you keep from 
getting sloppy or bored with the 
performances? 
Anthony Wayne, "Richie": 
When you perform the same show 
over 300 times you just have to 
keep in mind that it's happening in 
the moment, and you have to per-
form in the moment, not from 
memory. 
CFF: What is your favorite line 
from the play? 
Gabrielle Ruiz, ''Diana": The 
question, "If you had to stop danc-
ing today, what would you 
do?" That question 
kind of brings 
the entire 
play togeth-
er because 
you have to 
take the 
moment 
PLEASE SEE CAST 
.. 
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ONLINE COVERAGE 
Quick Rix 
by William Goss 
Our film critic wasn't too "fired 
up'' about this movie, but left 
the theater suprisingly amused. 
Read the review of Fired Up! 
and other films coming outthis 
weekend. 
Modem Culture Shock 
by Kris Kelly 
Not another remake! Our 
culture columnist wonders why 
there are so many "reboots" of 
films like Friday the 13th. 
A Chorus line review 
by Nicole Schoen 
After 33 years, this show is still 
one singular sensation. Read 
the review of the off-Broadway 
musical, A Chorus Line, which 
performed all last week. 
For more on these stories go to 
www.UCFNews.com 
Courtesy Screen Gems (Sony) 
FIRED UP (PG-13)' 
Shawn Colfax (Nicholas D'Agosto) 
and Nick Brady (Eric Christian Olsen), 
the stars of the Gerald R. Ford High 
School football team, are dreading 
the prospect of another summer at 
football camp. When Nick hatches a 
scheme for the two to join their 
school's cheerleaders at cheer camp 
instead. 
Directed by: Will Gluck 
Starring: Nicholas D'Agosto, Eric Christian 
Olsen, Sarah Roemer, John Michael Hig-
gins, Molly Sims, David Walton, Danneel 
Harris, Hayley Marie Norman, Margo 
Harshman, Edie McClurg, Philip Baker Hall 
Courtesy Lionsgate 
TYLER PERRY'S MADEA GOES TO 
JAIL (PG-13) 
After a high-speed freeway chase puts 
Madea (Tyler Perry) in front of the 
judge, her reprieve is short-lived as 
anger management issues get the best 
of her and land her in jail. A gleeful Joe 
(Tyler Perry) couldn't be happier at 
Madea's misfortune. But Madea's 
eccentric family members the Browns 
(David and Tamala Mann) rally behind 
her, lending their special "country" 
brand of support. 
Directed by: Tyler Perry 
Starring: Tyler Perry, Keshia Knight Pul-
liam, Derek Luke, Tamela Mann, David 
Mann, Salli Richardson, Viola Davis, Judge 
Mablean, Sofia Vergara, Aisha Hinds, Ion 
OVerman, Ronreaco Lee, Vanessa ~rlito 
Gi.llllljt 
AredUp 
(PG-13) 12:15 2:50 5:207:4010:00 12:15am 
Tyler Perry's Madea Goes to Jail 
(PG-13) 11:55am 12:2512:55 2:35 3:204:10 
5:10 6:50 7:20 8:20 9:35 10:20 10:5512:lOam 
12:45am 
Confessions of a Shopaholic 
(PG) 12:05 2:40 4:25 5:15 7:05 7:559:4010:30 
12:20am 
Open Captioned Showtimes 
12:45 
Friday the 13th (2009) 
(R) 12:00 2:30 4:20 4:55 6:55 7:30 9:30 9:55 
12:05am 12:25am 
Giant Screen Showtimes 
12:30 2:55 5:30 8:00 10:25 12:50am 
The International 
(R) 12:504:05 7:00 9:50 12:40am 
Coraline3D 
(PG} Digital 3D Showtimes More Info 
11:50am 2:25 5:057:3510:1512:35am 
He's Just Not That Into You 
(PG-13) 1:05 4:15 4:457:4510:1010:45 
Pink Panther 2 
(PG) 12:35 4:00 7:25 9:45 12:30am 
Push 
(PG-13) 11:45am 2:45 5:25 8:05 10:50 
NewinTown 
(PG} 12:50 6:50 
Taken 
(PG-13) 11:40am 2:204:50 8:2510:40 
The Uninvited 
(PG-13) 8:1510:3512:55am 
Underwood: Rise of the Lycans 
(R} 4:3011:00 
Hotel for Dogs 
(PG) 11:35am 2:104:35 
Paul Blart Mall Cop 
(PG) 11 :30am 2:15 4:40 8:10 10:35 1 :OOam 
Gran Torino 
(R} 12:10 7:50 
TheReader 
(R) 12:407:15 
Slumdog Millionaire 
(R) 12:20 3:55 7:10 10:05 
0-
- Listings for Friday, Feb. 20 
February 20, 2009 • ~tm :J(oriba :future 
0 
Don't let friends interfere with love 
When two people come 
together and form a rela-
tionship, it's an inevitable 
blending of both people's 
lives. 
You share your common 
interests, hobbies, desires, 
your bed ... and your friends. 
In every relationship, 
there is always one friend 
who is against your relation-
ship for whatever reason. 
They may harbor a not-
so-secret crush on your sig-
nificant other, or they might 
be so overprotective of you 
that they're convinced no 
one will ever be good 
enough. Said person will 
usually 
complain 
that your 
boyfriend 
or girl-
friend is 
spending 
way too 
BILLIE HARTL much time 
StaffWriter with you, 
which is to 
be expected in a new and 
exciting relationship. 
Unfortunately, these 
friends usually hold a lot of 
influence over your signifi-
cant other and oftentimes 
get inside your head and 
manipulate the situation. 
A friend of mine has 
been dating a guy for sever-
al weeks. Their relationship 
progressed very quickly and 
they have gotten very seri-
ous. She was recently talk-
ing to one of his good 
friends and remarked that 
she had noticed that he had 
not warmed to their rela-
tionship, or her for that mat-
ter. 
He told her it was 
because he believed her 
boyfriend deserves the best 
of the best, and she wasn't it. 
Ouch. 
How are you supposed 
to deal with people like this? 
Dinner adventure, ahoy! 
FROM A9 
magical wizard. 
But that's not to say 
that no attempts were 
made to save said fair 
maiden. 
"Stand down, pirate!" 
the bounty hunter yelled 
at the pirates. "You are 
under arrest, for piracy." 
But despite his best 
efforts, the princess was 
indeed held captive, as 
well as the all-too-eager 
audience, who were then 
escorted to the main 
room to eat dinner and 
watch the story unfold on 
a full-scale pirate ship lit 
up by seven different col-
ors. 
Each color - blue, 
orange, green, blue, red, 
purple and yellow -
represented a pirate, all of 
who have been well-
trained in fake swordplay 
and acrobatics. Each 
member of the audience 
is expected to root for his 
or her section's pirate -
or else. 
Audience member 
Justin Vmcint from Cana-
da said that, aside from 
the cold beer (included in 
the price of admission), 
the stunts were his 
favorite part of the show. 
"The stunts were 
great," Vmcint said while 
dancing to "Twist and 
Shout" at the Buccaneer 
Bash right after the show. 
"The orange [pirate] was 
kickin' ass until he lost." 
Aside from the enter-
tainment, Pirate's Dinner 
Adventure prides itself 
mainly on its crowd inter-
action. according to man-
ager Kelly Story. 
'We're very interac-
tive," Story said. "In any 
given show, we use over 
100 people from the audi-
ence per night, from our 
RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A gypsy swims in a glass bowl during a magic trick at Pirates' Dinner 
Adventure. Onlookers enjoy a pre-show before the true swordfighting begins. 
preshow on to the main 
event." 
I didn't get a chance to 
actually interact in the 
show, but I did get to 
watch as the handsome 
and atypically showered 
pirates swung across 
ropes and sword fought to 
hilarious fight-sequence 
sound effects. Punch! 
Wham! Jab! You get the 
idea. 
But out of all the 
pirates, none was so fear-
some (or as hairy) as 
Black. With his long, black 
beard and no-mercy atti-
tude, it's no wonder I was 
a little nervous when I 
talked to him after the 
show about his career 
choice. 
"I was looking for 
something to be proud of 
and enjoy at the same 
time," Black, whose real 
name is Bill Logan, said. 
''This show goes and goes. 
I swing on the rope and 
shoot those guns." 
Aside from the less-
than-four-star meal 
served, my only other 
qualm with the show was 
that I didn't get to witness 
a brutal slaying until the 
near end. 
Finally, I got my wish 
when a f"mal showdown 
between rival pirate 
Benjamin Blue and Black 
led to one pirate's demise 
(I'm not saying which). 
Blue was desperate to 
save the beautiful 
princess from a fate worse 
than death, and Black was 
determined to steal treas-
ure and kill her just for 
fun. After water and 
smoke were sent flying up 
into the air, the show 
finally came to a close 
after nearly two hours. 
All in all, Pirate's Din-
ner Adventure proved 
itself to be a night full of 
magic and mayhem. Sure, 
the show may not have 
been the most authentic 
pirate experience (I'm 
pretty sure pirates never 
jumped on trampolines), 
but who really cares when 
there are exploding guns, 
dangerously sexy pirates 
and two ice-cold refills of 
beer?Notl. 
Pirate's Dinner Adven-
ture is located on 6400 
Carrier Drive. UCF stu-
dents can purchase dis-
counted tickets at the tick-
et center in the Student 
Union for $33. 
COURTESY NATIONAL TOUR CA5T 
Cast members of A Chorus line dance in unison during their final number at the Bob Carr Perfonning Arts Centre. 
Cast enjoys message of play 
FROM A9 
and embrace it, enjoy it 
while you have it. 
CFF: 'What's your 
rehearsal regime like? 
Alex Ringler, "Greg'': 
We practice for three 
weeks in New York from 
10 a.m. till 6 p.m., six days a 
week; we have Sunday off. 
We practice in groups and 
separately. If you're a 
swing [an understudy] 
then you cover two roles 
and have to have them 
memorized Being a swing 
is probably the most fun. 
,;;I CFF: How do you k:eep 
from running into each 
other during your num-
bers? 
Alex Ringler, "Greg'': 
Professional dancers are 
always aware of their 
space so there are rarely 
any crashes. 
CFF: What is your sig-
nature audition song? 
Jordan Fife Hunt, 
"~": We try to cater 
to the audition and pick 
something that not a lot of 
people use. Always use 
the song that you sing 
best. Whichever style the 
show needs is the type of 
song we pick; we try to 
match the character's 
essence. 
CFF: At what age were 
you supported and 
encouraged into show 
business? 
Liza B. Domingo, 
"Connie": We were 
always being encouraged 
by parents and friends 
when we were younger. 
We basically love to per-
form and make other peo-
ple happy and offer them 
an escape for a little while. 
To read the review of A 
Chorus Line, the off-
Broadway production. 
check ut our Web site at, 
UCFNews.com. 
They're going to be in 
your boyfriend's or girl-
friend's lives - they were 
there before you were and 
chances are they will be 
there after you're gone - so 
should you simply ignore 
them? Kill them with kind-
ness? Publicly grope your 
significant other until they 
can't stand it anymore and 
stop hanging out with you 
all together? 
As in most situations in 
life, your best defense is to 
be straightforward. Con-
front those friends, inform 
them of your intentions for 
their friend and move on 
with your relationship. 
Remember that a rela-
tionship includes only two 
people, and no one has 
room to comment on it 
except for the two of you. 
People are always going to 
talk and have their opinions, 
but in all actuality they don't 
know what goes on behind 
closed doors. 
So tell them to shut their 
mouths and stop hating. If 
they were really good 
friends to your boyfriend or 
girlfriend, they would sup-
port his or her happiness 
and the choice to be with 
yolL 
JOHANNA STEWART / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The exhibit showcases more than 100 works of art from Jim Henson, featuring 
puppets of Kermit the Frog, Bert and Ernie and characters from Fraggle Rock. 
Exhibit displays 
innovative style 
FROM A9 
the visitor is automatically 
given an insight into Hen-
son's colorful mind. The 
walls of the exhibit are 
painted in vibrant colors -
orange, red, green and pur-
ple - and are covered with 
Henson's sketches and 
drawings. Clearly, Henson 
was more of a visual per-
son. 
One UCF graduate stu-
dent, Sarah Balmer, was 
thrilled about the exhibi-
tion. 
"He's incredible,'' she 
said. "I personally did a 
project detailing his life 
· and artwork." 
Of all of the pictures dis-
played at the exhibition, 
one it;i. particular jumped 
out at Balmer. It was a 
drawing of Taminella 
Grinderfall, a character 
from Henson's failed pilot 
series, Tales of the Tin-
kerdee. To get a good pic-
ture of what the character 
looks like just think of 
Jabba the Hut (from the 
Star Wars saga) with fangs, 
a five o'clock shadow, and 
bulging bug eyes. 
The visitor also gets an 
intimate look into what it 
took for the Muppets to 
actually come to life. Take 
everybody's favorite yellow 
bird Big Bird for example. 
Although many people 
loved watching Big Bird 
teach them to count and 
spell the AjCs, they may 
never have thought about 
the guy inside the big yel-
low suit. 
Caroll Spinney, the man 
behind Big Bird, not only 
has to wear a full body cos-
twne, but also has to stand 
with his arm extended at a 
90-degree angle in order to 
control Big Bird's facial 
actions. He's only able to 
see through the use of a tel-
evision monitor strapped 
to his chest. 
''You never know about 
the real work behind the 
scenes," Trlfany Morley, an 
English language arts edu-
cation major, said. ''You 
don't know all the work 
that goes into it. I also get to 
learn about Jim Henson's 
other artwork [at the exhib-
it,] which is nice." 
Other artwork show-
cased at the exhibit 
includes films such as The 
Dark Crystal, the docu-
mentary Youth '68 and 
story boards from some of 
the 200, 8-second commer-
cials that Henson created 
for the D.c . .:.based coffee 
company, WJ.lkins Coffee. 
Jim Hanson's Fantastic 
World will be shown at the 
Orange County Regional 
History Center until May 3, 
with special screenings of 
Henson's . commercials, 
experimental videos, and 
feature films being shown 
every Saturday and Sunday 
until April 5. 
Tickets can be pur-
chased at the Orange 
County ~gional. History 
Center. 
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD 
Online 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
By tax: 407-447-4556 
~ In person: 11825 High Tech Ave, 
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817 
SUBMISSION DEADLINES 
Online, phone, fax, 
inperson: 
10 a.m.. Fri. for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue 
PAYMENT METHODS 
VISA, MC, AMEX, 
Discover, Cash, Check 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
100 
BARTENDERS WANTED. 
$300 a day po4ential.No 
E><perience Neoass!vy. Trai"rg 
Provded. NJ8 18 + OK 000-965--
6520 x 107. 
Open PosiocJn on ExeculM3 
Em"di, ~ affars, Cdlege 
a Ms & t-una,ities Seat a1so 
avaib" UCFSGA.~ i1 
SGAoffi:le, Stu:iert lttJn, Rm214 
SALES REP NEEDED! 
Classified Sales Rep needed b" 
Cer1ral Rorida RA.re & 
Serrtde ctroide. Sales 
E><perience Preferred, Flexije 
SdlecUe, GreatQ:4xnriyl 
l...ooki"gb"hcld~. 
~ a,ergeli:) per9.'.ll1 t) 
SW.SW.SBJJ Ernai rest.me 
!rd avaicDilyb: 
T rishal@~com 
SuveyTakers Needed: 
Make $5-25 per &.SVe/ 
GelPaidToTin<.ccm 
Located Near Campus 
--- 407-679-2700 ---I 
www.workforstudents.com 
&mmer.klbs 
-$2100 
-Co-EdCM-p 
--8evenWea<s 
-Room !rd 8ocrd lrd.d3d 
Get Pa:! 10 Playl 
The Rorida Elks Youh Ga-rp (FEYC) 
needs male !rd female Surmer CMl) 
Cou1sebs .gas 18 !rd 4). FEYC is 
a, CM:mglt carp loca1ed df ol 
1-tglNay 4f,() i, l.knalia, R. The 
Cffl1) rU'lS .,uie 8tthify 251h. Please 
oorda:t Krys~ al oo:>-623-1673 
ext251 a-352-455-4267 
Selrg Somettrg? With ou- 85% 
su:xiess raie. it's as good as gonelTo 
pa:e a, a:I cal 407-447-4555 or lagJn 
www.krtj"tnewspaperClOf'ntlassifie 
FIRE Y~ BOSSI! Simple 
sys11ern lhatreql.*88 no 9'619 
"'...cpa • ,g. Work at home, 
u 1r1*'1lng & eupport by seff 
made mlllonens. Cal~ 
FST1. Don't Beleva....Don"t CIIII 
$425tro, ROOMATEASAPI l:ig 
house. 11.n l'OOl1'l*5, 00 
neigb:x-s, 5ITi flan td. 321-745-
5236 
Mf'Wlriedfcrfl.l'riahed 3'2 home 
on lake. Wsled Comm, 6 mra k> 
UCF. $500tno Incl ul. Non-
Smoka; ll8C sys, pool & temls. 
Avalableh1necWy 
Cal 407.a32-8160, 2:&707-4448 
-- Roorrrnr:E w.ned!Galed-
cxnbf:xxi Kl::tB"IJXMeges. 
NeEr UCFNCC. Aval. Ma: 1 $500 
+1/2.uicx~Al.407-451~ 
--ACXlMS 4 RENT. $450+ Ld. ~ 
LeEl':lEI~. 24009qfthcule. 
FREE ui'sb" nT1h a FEB, W/0, 
pod, yad, funished 917-4004920 
Room avai i, 4,-2 i, Nc.ft-gme 
Lakes $299 8R)9'1 pai:lb"~! 
Rert is~ per l'l'YJl1tl i1ciJ.'.l 
uilies. Qj ~1 
THE NEW! 
1999 Okis lrm'iJ.-19 GL, 86k, Wlile, 
4 Dr Sedan, /luo, 6 Cyt, Speier, 
New Alcy 'M't8els, One OM'ler, 
Great~. $3.25()407-692-
0070. 
Plroe j,Ol.l" ,:lj i, mrutesl 
Cal 407-447-4555 or enb3f orme at 
www.Krtj,tNewspaperClOf'ntlassifie 
2005Jcm Deere~ SOC 
+ 5 adas rculed, Perfect 
Ccn:ilal,Qiy$5500, ~ 
al dav44c@gnai.com, cxnac.t 
8774484352 
Looking for exba cash? Rnd it in here! 
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view 
all ads at www.UCFnews.c:omk:lassified 
Come join l-B fer a ~ at 
SJ-eat muak: aid wcrahlpl On 
Smday, Febnay22,--0-
wlrrilg Al1lae One aid 
~ Drtllllwll be<Xln*1g b 
Ceklbalol , ol Pralee Chu'ch 
In Clennont, R.. It's a free 
8howl Shaw starts at 6.-00 
PM. Cal the chJrch wllh fllT'i 
quaall0re at~ 
You can check out 80l1l8 at 
their mualc at WWWJTl)'IIIB:&-
CCll'TV& tlcteoi 181, IUlic. 
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com • Friday, Feb. 20, 2009 
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© Puzzles by Pappocom 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 box 
contains t he digits 1 
through 9 with no 
repeats. 
Monday puzzle: 
Easy/eve/ 
Wednesday puzzle: 
Medium level 
Friday puzzle: 
Hard /eve/ 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 -tat:-toe 
4 Fina lly! 
1 0 Flounder 
cousin 
1 4 Big fuss 
1 5 S light quake 
16 Legal bargain 
17 X 
18 W eight room 
denizen 
20 Off target 
22 Block of time 
23 Turncoat 
24 Plant ftJngus 
30 Say grace 
32 University of 
Maine setting 
33 Rabbit relative 
34 RPM word 
35 Formal letter 
37 Edge of a crater 
38 Adam's partner 
39 Cigarette 
additive 
40 Indy circuit 
41 Bog 
42 Destroyers 
43 Lennon·s widow 
44 Expanse 
46 Substandard 
urban housing 
47 Mardi_ 
48 Linens 
50 Rascal 
51 POW possibly 
52 Sophisticated 
55 Put concisely 
61 Crackers 
62 Nabokov novel 
63 Texas oranges 
64 Denouement 
65 Askew 
66 Latest 
67 Express vocally 
DOWN 
1 Bye-bye! 
2 March middle 
3 Denied the truth 
of 
4 On deck 
followup 
5 Ex-QB Aikman 
6 Trallblazed 
7 Writer Tan 
8 Express sorrow 
9 1991 John 
Cusack film 
0 2008 Tr1bu:M u.clitl S.-Vic:N.. Inc. 
All rtghb .......ved. 2/20/08 
10 Result of e 
cannonball 
11 Advanced In 
age 
12 Marvin or 
Remick 
13 Corn serving 
19 Tick off 
21 Sunbeam 
24 Patchy colored 
25 Missed the 
boat 
26 Natoonal songs 
27 After-dinner 
pastimes 
28 Journalist 
Fallaci 
29 Paces 
30 Module 
classroom 
31 Midnight rider of 
old 
32 Hunting period 
35 Outback bird 
36 Ernie of the 
PGA 
45 An equal 
amount 
-0 L ~ A I ]:KI I M O O A E S 
g ~ : ~ F 't° ¾~ ~ ~ : : ~ ; 
A E G A L I A I .Y.]:s- A , M 
• -- T E T - WA X . L A S S 
S O T O S P E AK . D O C --
ov E R H E A T • T 00 T S Y 
DA N - p A T C H U P - 1 K E 
ALAMOS - HIBERNIA 
-- N A T • A E D E S I G N S 
PA T E . DUD - SOP ---
H A L • I '"Re . S O U R E S T 
0 A E LSE I .Q--1...Q i ATOR 
N O S I N G E L K P U R E 
~~-
0 N S E T S ..§_..Q_..§_ S I TE 
Last issue solved 
47 Flap lips 
49 With it 
50 Force from 
52 Shoshones 
53 Granny 
54 Form into a 
vortex 
55 Air purifie r 
letters? 
56 Compass dir. 
57 Geom. shape 
58 Put into practice 
59 Regulation 
60 Become mellow 
Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds 
A12 www.CentralFloridaFuture.com 
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ON YOUR CELL PHONE 
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
l · 
To:44636 
UCFNEWS 
-.:. ,U 
t · 1 
From: 44636 
Do you want to get 
news and updates 
. from the Central 
Florida Future? 
. Reply A to set alert. 
How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636? -
<!Central Jloriba :future 
• I 
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central 
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEVV_S, to 44636. For a list of 
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in 
the kno~ while on the go! 
*Carrier text messaging rates apply 
I 111.111,aaa __ ,o.,.-____ ____, ____________________ ...._ __ ___,a...._ _ _,,. 
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